
3/10/75 

Dear Tom, 

Not until after I had written the enclosed 1. tter to 'es Whitten, with more anger and disgust that it shows, did I think that perhaps you might want to read it. 

because in three months 31,i hasn't yet supplied the copying paper I've paid for I can't xl..i.)Cie4 e copy. Would you please return the carbon after you've read it. Copy if you'd like. If it in-terests, it is very far from all.' 

Particularly far from all on which Presidents wanted Castro killed. 

If this is as painful to some as I believe it must be, and if that the women only made comment of what Dick Lregory and others have been saying recently also reflects pain, then I regret what you may recall, my prophesy of almost a year ago. 

If ending this particular pain is not my maDor objective, it will be one of the by=products if against such enormous odds I can succeed. 

ileanwhile, I'm still trying to get the book that can end it all printed. It has been completed not less than four years. 
First effective day iim Lesar refiled my suit for the sectro-graphic analyses, enlarged to include neutron-activation testing which I had originally planned as the two of a one-two punch. (I have bower's paraphrase of it in this book, so I'm taking no chances.) Everybody, Just&ce„ AEC, helley/FBI, has been most aceomodating in supplying us with lies, deceptions, evasions and consistent violation of the regulations. In writing, understand. 

After we filed they offered FBI agents to go over what from the descriptions are everything other then what I asked for with me. We've accepted, asked for a date, and asked that both sides tape the discus-sions.,(They don't even keep notes.Then they testify without them.) 1  heren t asked for a great big file. Only the results. And a copy. 
We'll be filing other suits, one at a time for one thing at a time. Nothing frivolous. The Army may be next. Am intelligence agent was on the scene with a career he used. The Army claims ithas nothing. I've got the (FBI) proof of picture and report. If it sounds like Strangelove, it could still be bureaucracy and embarrassment. I favor something called the "Memorandum of Transfer." The Secret Service gave it to me (they signed it so theirs, as I see its  is the paramount inter- est) bpt the Archivist/GSA and justice intercepted it and refused it to me. Quite a trickyrecord on this. And misuse of it. 

I'm sorry you have not seen some of this stuff. I'm sure you'd be trusted and I have already displayed my trust it you. 

Sincerely 
ccaim Lesar 	 Harold Weisberg 


